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here.A top GOP senator said Thursday he
would reject any nominee that Donald
Trump Donald John TrumpBiden leads
Trump by 36 points nationally among
Latinos: poll Trump dismisses climate

change role in fires, says Newsom needs
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to manage forest better Jimmy Kimmel hits
Trump for rallies while hosting Emmy

Awards MORE puts forward to lead the
FBI, a high-profile suggestion that comes

after the president said he was
considering naming his son to the post.

Sen. Richard Burr Richard Mauze
BurrRep. Mark Walker says he's been

contacted about Liberty University
vacancy Overnight Defense: Trump rejects
major cut to military health care | Senate

report says Trump campaign's Russia
contacts posed 'grave' threat Senate

report describes closer ties between 2016
Trump campaign, Russia MORE (R-N.C.),

chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, said he still has concerns over
the selection process. ADVERTISEMENT
"I'm going to turn down any nominee if the
president puts an individual forward that I

don't have confidence in," Burr told
reporters when asked about Trump's
reported interest in naming his son,
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Donald Trump Jr. Don John Trump'Tiger
King' star Joe Exotic requests pardon from

Trump: 'Be my hero please' Zaid Jilani
discusses Trump's move to cancel racial

sensitivity training at federal agencies
Trump International Hotel in Vancouver
closes permanently MORE, to lead the

FBI. "As I have said in the past, 'I will turn
down a nominee and I will support the

director, if I don't have confidence in an
individual." Trump has said he was

"seriously considering" the idea and would
submit his name to the Senate for

confirmation. Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-
Conn.) also dismissed the idea of a Trump
appointment, saying it was a "fantasy." "It's
a fantasy," Blumenthal said, according to
NBC. "It's completely inappropriate. The
person who is going to be responsible for

the FBI's work in carrying out the law,
protecting the United States, is the

attorney general." Burr and Blumenthal's
responses come after Trump told the New
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representatives, or electors to the
Electoral College, who voted for

president and vice president.
Vermont voted for the Republican

nominee, incumbent President
Woodrow Wilson, over the

Progressive Party nominee, former
U.S. Vice President and New
Jersey Governor Theodore

Roosevelt. Wilson won the state by
a margin of 2.59%. Vermont was

won by Woodrow Wilson by a
margin of 2.59%. Results
References Vermont 1916
Category:1916 Vermont

electionsQ: Tower of Hanoi
Python's Tower of Hanoi Solver I've

come across a question on my
book on Tower of Hanoi, which
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asks for 'A Python Tower of Hanoi
Solver', the solver should accept

the number of discs, and output the
number of moves to make the

puzzle. I would appreciate some
input on where to go with this

project, what algorithm/software
packages to use etc In the follow-

up question here is the Hanoi
question in Python, where I'm at """
Tower of Hanoi Python's Tower of

Hanoi Solver """ import random
import sys def

gen_queen_choices(queen_block):
if queen_block > 0: return ["HCPO",
"HCPO", "HCPO", "HCPO"] return
[random.choice("HCPO") for _ in

range(queen_block - 2)] def
solve_tower_of_hanoi 3e33713323
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